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Overview
●

DevOps - the opportunity for real security change

●

Traditional Security Problems

●

DevOps and Agile Both Require Security

●

Walking in your developer’s shoes and automating security principles

DevOps is here to stay
●

Delivering scalability like never seen before

●

Empowering organisations and driving agile mentality and workflows

●

Better participation through design and development

●

Operations and Developers working together to really embrace “lifecycle”

●

Offering the promise of automation to make our worlds easier to own

The problems we all still face are security centric

●

Security is still a primary factor in all platform decisions

●

Culture change in many organisations is still really hard

●

We still have way too many silos

●

More pressure than ever to start migrating services to Cloud and to do it securely

●

Not helped by many organisations poor ownership of cloud migration strategy

Closing your eyes and hoping for the best doesn’t work
●

How do we protect the data our applications potentially expose ?

●

How do we improve the skillsets and capabilities of our teams ?

●

How do we currently enforce security and does it work ?

●

Traditional Waterfall vs Agile methodologies - can we do security smarter ?

●

How can businesses prioritise what assets are most at risk or analyse breaches ?

●

Arm, educate and enable your Ops and your Dev staff to avoid damnation

“By 2019, more than 70% of enterprise DevOps initiatives will have
incorporated automated security vulnerability and configuration
scanning for open source components and commercial packages, up
from less than 10% in 2016.”
“... we estimate that fewer than 20% of enterprise security
architects have engaged with their DevOps initiatives to actively
and systematically incorporate information security into their DevOps
initiatives; and fewer still have achieved the high degrees of security
automation required to qualify as DevSecOps.”
DevSecOps: How to Seemlessly Integrate Security Into DevOps, Gartner Inc. September 2016

DevOps offers continuous delivery
●

Automation of policies and configurations and all processes necessary to deliver

●

Creating the features and driving the requirements of business need

●

Building better test environments to break our own apps and architectures

●

Breaking down barriers and shortening time to market

●

Helping us identify the issues we have as organisations and react at pace

●

Correctly done, removing silos and creating a dynamic opportunity

It’s not as greenfield as we would like
Four vulnerability generalizations
●
●
●
●

The code generated by a developer or team of developers native to a project
The developer reuse and editing of third party code - github etc
Interaction between Developers and Operations especially SDN/NFV
What about assets already in play ? Inherited platforms / codebases ?

●

Outsourcing is a whole other game

●

M&A activities introduce another huge area of risk

Traditional security problems remain
●

Always in a fire house mentality - always reacting to the business

●

Used to doing security reviews over a much longer period than DevOps are
used to working in. DevOps folks don’t particularly like security folks.

●

Security teams often are very dismissive of DevOps teams

●

We actually marginalise ourselves by creating our own brick walls by doing this

●

We still think of ourselves as the last bastion of common sense, it’s quite wrong

●

By not changing how we work we get in the way of successful secured growth
within the business. Cascade security, educate, enable
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DevOps and Agile both require security
●

DevOps and Agile complement each other hugely

●

However often Dev teams create solutions where function is understood but deployment,
security and support in some cases are not clearly defined

●

In Agile land the dev team produces what they think is function at the end of every sprint.
However without security there is an immediate delay, fault on both sides

●

How many sprint planning sessions pay attention to security ?

●

How many scrum teams actively demonstrate security in their plans ?

Automation is the pivot of DevOps Security
●

Tools such as Ansible have proven security capabilities (DISA STIG)

●

Automation tools like Ansible make using tools such as OpenSCAP and STIGMA
simple to verify that security is working. Proving your function.

●

Having proper configuration management is key to compliance

●

Writing automation content to secure systems doesn’t help if you have no framework security input is critical !!

●

Get automation right, put systems back into compliance faster
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Explaining security to DevOps / Agile teams
●

Misuse cases - hugely useful education piece - paint pictures

●

Attack trees - push your reasoning, repeat, educate, proliferate

●

Automated testing

●

Risk decisions, mitigation, make teams take a pride and understanding

●

Document risk processes, you will find even more by doing it properly

Educate and Enable
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Influence builds
Verify controls
Find new risks !!!
Misuse cases
Log dependencies
Internal/External
Find new risk owners
Build mitigation plan
Test Test Test
Lifecycle Adoption Plan

Don’t push Matrices onto your DevOps teams
●

Matrices like CCM very useful for audit - don’t translate to DevOps as well

●

Matrices can confuse and hide functions and make DevOps actions confusing

●

Two different risks in CCM could combine risk in different ways, producing incorrect
outputs

●

Outputs can result in impacts that are wholly different from when DevOps risks are
considered in isolation

●

Encourage developers to understand, catalogue and detail risk, CCM can be a crib

Critical Takeaway
●

Make everyone part of your security delivery team

●

Ensure those business owners and PM’s understand the risks they want to take and
document them, if necessary enable other players to own actions

●

Trust competent people to enable security planning and delivery

●

Educate that security is part of every technology decision

●

Demonstrate why you make decisions, no more, and understand that decisions affect
each other and impact on platform stability and security.

Secure your continuous delivery
●

Test Early, Test Often. Fail early. Do it again and again

●

Automated, repeatable, integrated, understood

●

Throw out your security roadmaps and build security testing automation

●

Embed your security testing, that can include scanning especially around containers

●

Demonstrate value by security keeping up with speed of delivery

●

If you can build in security in code to do self verification as a requirement then do it,
automate, automate, automate !!!

Ongoing challenges to continue this journey
●

Remember the threat landscape is always changing - you’re the one on point

●

Consider using external validation for your logic and manual pen testing

●

Communicate and feedback into Dev teams. Be proactive in educating around security
threats and risks especially to development environments.

●

Break bread with your developers, walk a mile in their shoes, understand common issues

Lead, empower, encourage disciples !!
●

Attend community conferences, FOSDEM, OSCON, LinuxCon etc

●

Encourage your enabled staff to use external Eventbrite / Meetup groups and to bring learnt ideas
back into the team to shape future strategies.

●

Building a shared vision delivers a sense of ownership that fosters pride and leads to better security.

●

Get involved with the Cloud Security Alliance and attend meetings / use online resources

●

Document the processes you create and go public, help others adopt change
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